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SITE, FACILITY & TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT

EXPANDABLE & ROBUST BARRIER PROVIDING A WIDTH OF OVER 10ft 
WHEN OPENED TO ITS MAXIMUM

TITAN® EXPANDER BARRIER
 

COLOUR OPTIONS
Red, Blue, Green or Yellow Barrier, Black Feet or Yellow/Black 
Anti-Trip Feet

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Clean with a warm soapy cloth and allow to air dry

Keep clean and in a suitable environment
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STANDARD FOOT
Recycled PVC

ANTI TRIP FOOT
Recycled PVC

UNIQUE CLIP
Keeps barrier closed

SURELOCK CLIP
Attach to other barriers

DISCLAIMER: Information presented within this technical specification was correct on date of issue. Information may be subject to change without notice as part of ongoing product improvement and development. To confirm 
any specific piece of information shown is current please email technical@jspsafety.com

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Expanding and Interlocking barriers to -

Create a temporary barrier for crowd control

 Restrict access to an area

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Compact: When closed, the barrier is just 22’’ which makes it 
extremely practical for transporting and carrying around

Flexibility: Expanding action gives user length and flexibility 
fixed-length barriers systems do not have

Compatibility: The Titan® Expander can conveniently link to JSP’s 
Titan® Barrier and Frontier® Barrier

Feet Options: Two feet options available: the Standard Foot and 
the new Anti Trip Foot design, painted in a high visibility yellow 
and featuring two reflectors per foot for extra visibility in low 
light situations and made from recycled PVC

Lightweight: Overall weight of 23Lbs means it is light enough to 
handle with relative ease but stable enough to hold itself upright in windy 
conditions, rough ground or hustle and bustle from the public

Unique Clip: Unique design of clip means that when barrier is 
closed it is held together for ease of transport and it can also be 
used to connect multiple systems together when extended

Surelock Clip: The unique clips allow various JSP barriers to
interlock with each other to suit most environments and situations

DIMENSIONS OF BARRIER
Height: 39’’

Depth:  25’’

Width:  22’’ (When Closed) 122’’ (When Open)

Weight: 23Lbs (Approx.)

APPLICATIONS 

Hotels and Resorts

Department Stores

Leisure Centres

Cinema Foyers

Schools and Colleges

Hospitals

Railway Stations

Air and Sea Ports

Maintenance and Factory Locations


